CORONAVIRUS SOLUTIONS
FOR
BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT

GETTING BACK TO WORK
BY
SMELL FRESH ARIZONA, LLC.

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) has presented our
businesses and local governments with difficult
challenges, not only for today, but for the foreseeable
future.
The threat of the Coronavirus is not going away any
time soon. Statistics for cases and deaths may taper
off. The government may encourage people to go back
to work. But the virus itself will remain a threat to our
well-being for quite some time. So how do we return to
a life of normalcy?
More specifically, how do we get people back to work and open our doors to the public
safely, and responsibly?

We know we have to maintain social distancing and diligent cleaning practices.
There is a reason local and state governments have issued stay at home orders. There is
a reason restaurants and other businesses have had to close their doors to the public.
The fact is, social distancing and constant cleaning will still come up short when people
try returning back to their normal routines, workspaces, and public spaces.
Long term... It is not practical to expect
people to constantly remain 6 feet apart. It
is not practical to clean every surface
between every human contact. So what can
you do to keep people safe at your business?
Smell Fresh Arizona, LLC. can help…

In addition to Level 1, 2, and 3 cleaning and disinfecting solutions, Smell Fresh Arizona
offers Coronavirus disinfecting solutions that work between CDC recommended cleaning
programs for businesses.
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS A BUSINESS OR BUILDING OPERATOR
To help contain the spread of the Coronavirus, owners and operators of commercial
spaces have the responsibility to take precautionary measures, and mount an effective
response if you believe or know a building has been exposed. Smell Fresh Arizona can
help facilitate both precautionary measures, and effective responses to exposure.

ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS
We are not a cleaning or restoration service provider in the traditional sense. Smell
Fresh Arizona was founded by an Engineer with a working background in Nuclear,
Semiconductor, and Robotic Industries before entering the Restoration Industry. We
understand the science behind how each of the various Coronavirus killing technologies
work, and bring the very best of methods and technological solutions to your business.
Smell Fresh Arizona, LLC. is not a janitorial service provider, rather we compliment your
staff’s and janitorial cleaning programs. Our systems clean, between cleanings.
We are an IICRC Certified Business.

LEVEL 1, 2, AND 3 CLEANINGS
We only use EPA List-N Chemical Products and CDC recommended mechanical solutions
to service Level 1, 2, and 3 cleanings:
Level 1 – Precautionary
If no known exposure, we can support once or twice daily disinfection cleanings.
Level 2 – Possible Exposure
If suspected exposure, a suspicion of an infected person entering the building, we
perform a 10-foot down disinfection and deep-clean decontamination. In addition to
manually wiping down all high contact surfaces, we fumigate and fog the space with
powerful virus killing oxidizers. We further fog and disinfect the HVAC system.

Level 3 – Confirmed Exposure
If known exposure, a known infected person has entered the building, businesses should
close off that area to people and implement a customized protocol to ensure a thorough
and proper decontamination of that space. It is NOT recommended that untrained staff
or janitorial services perform this work. Smell Fresh Arizona, LLC. has experienced
decontamination staff, protocols, chemicals, and technologies to decontaminate any
space. With our fumigation and fogging processes, we can’t miss a spot, and we won’t!

* We are available during, before, or after your business hours to meet your needs.
** All of our disinfecting treatments include some combination of the following:
Ozone

Quaternary Ammonium Chloride cleaners

Ultraviolet Light Radiation

Silane Quaternary Ammonium Chloride coatings

Hydroxyl Generators

Hydrogen Peroxide cleaners

Ion Generators

Titanium Dioxide Coatings

APPLIED THROUGH:

Fumigation

Fogging

Physical cleaning

DISINFECTING TECHNOLOGIES BETWEEN CLEANINGS
Offer your employees, clients, and customers peace of mind.
Traditional disinfectants only disinfect at the time of application. They can kill a germ
on a surface when its applied. Is it practical for your employees to wipe down every
surface between each human contact? Every doorknob, handle, countertop, and keypad?
We offer solutions that disinfect between cleanings. These technologies are not meant
to replace your CDC recommended cleaning program. They are intended to compliment
your program. They are intended to keep people safe between cleanings.
We can apply durable disinfecting coatings and air purification systems with proven virus
killing technology to any indoor space. These products work 24/7/365.

Smell Fresh Arizona, LLC. has cleaning solutions that work on all surfaces, all the time…

…We can keep surfaces clean, between cleanings!
DURABLE QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COATINGS
Quaternary Ammonium Coating

Our

coatings

antimicrobial

use

hospital-grade,

technology

to

quaternary
kill

all

microorganisms on contact, and are durable with
a 90 day coverage warranty.

General cleaning

products only work at time of application. Our
products work long after their initial application.
We can coat office spaces, classrooms, kitchens,

Ammonium Chloride creates
an inhospitable surface where
germs are mechanically killed
by nanospikes

dining areas, conference rooms, countertops,
doorknobs, keypads, and more… any surface deemed high use, high traffic, and high risk
for virus transfer to your employees and customers. You can rely on employees to clean
every surface between every human contact, or we can coat these surfaces once every 90
days to kill viruses and other germs on contact!
Is it safe for people and pets? It is so safe, that it is rated by the National Sanitation
Foundation as a “no rinse required on food contact surfaces” sanitizer, and EPA registered.

AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEMS
Our systems install in HVAC systems, are virtually
maintenance free, and work 24/7/365 to kill viruses and
other germs with three proven virus killing technologies
in one device:
-

Photocatalytic Oxidation Technology creates
hydroperoxide radicals – proven virus killers!

-

UV-C lamps – proven virus killers!

-

Negative ion generators – proven virus killers!

Testing has shown a 99% kill rate on germs in less than 3 feet from a sneeze!
Your employees can’t disinfect a door handle between every human contact. We can!
With the combination of our Air Purification Systems that can kill airborne germs, and
durable coatings that can keep surfaces disinfected in between cleaning routines, we
can help you protect your employees and customers 24/7/365.

WHAT’S THE COST?
The average daily cost of our systems work out to be substantially less than most other
cleaning programs when you figure in the daily costs of cleaning products and labor. One
or both of our technologies in your business may be a lot less than you think.

We can customize a plan for you based on your business size, type, human traffic, and
budget. Call today to schedule a consultation.
ABOUT SMELL FRESH ARIZONA, LLC.
Smell Fresh Arizona, LLC. is an Indoor Air Quality service provider. Over the years, we
have become experts in sterilizing environments by eliminating Volatile Organic
Compounds and microorganisms. We have proven, decades-old, germ and Coronavirus
killing technology at our disposal. Let us help you keep your employees and the general
public safe. Thank you for your consideration!

(623)777-9883 order@smellfresharizona.com www.SmellFreshArizona.com

Your employees can miss a spot in between cleanings, our technology won’t!

